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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Invariant quadratics play an important role in inferences about variance 
components in linear models. Sometimes ealled "translation invariance" or 
"location invariance," this property is widely defined in a way that assumes 
that the parameter set and the random variable in question fill the linear 
subspaces in which they take on values. In this note we show that such 
assumptions are unnecessary. We show that the defining characteristic of 
mean-invariant quadratic forms leads to a characterization of invariant 
quadratics that is less restrictive than the customary definition. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let Y be an n-variate random variable with distribution F in a family 9 r 
of probabiIity distributions uch that the expected value EF(Y) = /~ and 
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variance-covariance matrix Varr(Y) = V exist for all F ~ ~. Let ~ denote 
the collection of (/~, V) corresponding to distributions in 5E. That is, 
= {( /x ,V) : / z  = EF(Y ) andV = VarF(Y ), F ~r} .  
Let 
and 
(v:(g,v) 
Beyond the conditions that each V is nnd and each /x is an n-vector, we 
assume no further structure on the parameter set or the distributions in ~. 
We shall use notation that is fairly standard in the context of matrices and 
finite-dimensional linear subspaces. Denote n-dimensional Euclidean space 
by 9t". Denote the transpose of a matrix Z by Z'. Denote the linear 
subspace spanned by a set of vectors z 1 . . . . .  z k by sp(z 1 . . . . .  Zk). For a 
matrix Z, we shall use R(Z) to denote the linear subspace spanned by the 
columns of Z, and we shall use N(Z) to denote the linear subspace {y : Zy = 
0}. For a subset S of ~"  we shall use S -L to denote {y ~ ~"  : s 'y  = 0 for 
all s ~ S). We shall denote the affine hull of S by aff(S). 
Let X be a matrix whose columns span the linear subspace parallel to 
aff(~¢'). Let /z* ~./ ' .  Then aff(./') =/z* + R(X). 
3. TRANSLATION INVARIANCE DEFINED 
Let A be an n x n symmetric matrix. In the most widespread efinition 
of invariant quadratics, it is assumed that E(Y ) = H/3 for some n X p matrix 
H of constants and fl ~ 9~ P. In this case, the quadratic form Y 'AY  is said to 
be ("location" or "translation") invariant if ( Y - Hb )'A( Y - Hb ) = Y 'AY  for 
all Y ~ ~R" and all b ~ 9t v. With this definition, it readily can be shown that 
Y 'AY  is invariant if and only if AH = 0. However, if V is singular or ./" is 
not a linear subspace, this definition may be too restrictive. We set out here 
to make no assumptions (other than the existence of first and second 
moments) about the family 9- of distributions of Y, to define translation 
invariance in terms of its essential property, and then to characterize this 
property. 
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As it is used in inferences on variance components, the purpose of the 
definition of translation invariance is to describe a collection of statistics that 
are free of the mean, in some sense. The essential property of such a statistic 
T(Y)  is that, for every Y, T(Y - x) is the same for all vectors x ~.+t'. We 
mention two possible definitions that capture this property. Call the first one 
definition 1: T(Y)  is unchanged if Y is translated by any vector x ~.+~', so 
that T(Y)  = T(Y - x) for all Y and all x ~.~'. The second possible defini- 
tion (definition 2) is that the value of T is the same for every translation of Y 
in a¢¢: that is, T(Y -x  1)= T(Y -x  2) for all Y and all xl, x 2 ~v .  In 
references where translation-invariant statistics are defined [see Searle et al. 
(1992, p. 392) and Rao and Kleffe (1988, p. 78)], they are defined by 
definition 1. There, though, .J¢¢ is assumed to be a linear subspace, hence 
containing 0, in which case definition 1 and definition 2 are equivalent. 
If the affine hull of a¢' is not a linear subspace, then definition 1 and 
definition 2 are different. Definition 1 says T has the same value whether Y 
is translated by x ~"  or not, while definition 2 says that ifY is translated by 
a vector x ~.+¢', then T(Y - x) is the same no matter which vector in ~ is 
used. We shall formalize a definition based on definition 2 because it is less 
restrictive than definition 1. However, then Y'AY is invariant o translations 
only when Y is translated, so that all such quadratics will have the form 
(Y - tx*)'A(Y - ~*) for some IX* ~t ' .  If aff(¢~ v) is not a linear subspace, 
we may begin by replacing Y by Y - /x* ,  thus replacing ~ by .~v - tz*, the 
affine hull of which is a linear subspace. If it is understood that it may be 
necessary to translate Y to begin with, then there is no loss of generality in 
assuming that afffcCg) is a linear subspace, and hence that there is no 
difference between definitions 1 and 2. 
DEFINITION 1. Let ~'  c ~R", and let T be a statistic on Y. Let Saap = 
{Y:T(Y -x  1) 4=T(Y -x  2) for some x 1,x 2 ~}.  The statistic T(Y)  is 
~-invariant iff Prv(Sa~) = 0 for all F ~ J .  
4. MAIN RESULTS 
Next is the main result of this section, which gives a characterization f 
~V-invariant quadratic forms. 
PROPOSITION 2. The quadratic form Y'AY is ¢~'-invariant if and only if 
X'AX = 0 and X'AV = 0 for all V ~ ~/'. 
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Proof. Let  A be such that X'AX = 0 and X'AV = 0 for all V ~ ~z'. For 
each ( tx, V)  ~ ,~, Y is contained in /z  + R(V)  with probability one. Thus, in 
order to show that Y 'AY  is .,g-invariant it is sufficient to show that (Y - 
IZlYA(Y - tz 1) = (Y  - tz2YA(Y - ix 2) for all /zl, jz 2 ~atr  and all Y ~ U[ tz  
+ R(V)], where the union is over all (/z, V)  ~ ~.  Note that .~" c /z*  + 
R(x). 
Let /z 1 and /z 2 be in .4¢', and let Y =/~o + Vo Zo for some (/z o, V o) ~ 
and some n-veetor z o. Then 
(Y  - lzl)t A(  Y - /zl) - (Y  - Ix2)' A (Y  - P'2) 
= -2(  bt 1 - I ,*z)'AY + I-dlAIz 1 - bd2AIz ~ 
~- - -2(  /£1 -- ~2) 'A ( /£0  + Vozo) "~- JtgtlA/£1 - ]£t2A~£2. (1) 
Note that /x I - /x  2 ~ B(X)  and X'AV o = 0. Note that there exist v0, Vl, 
and v~ such that/z~ =/x*  + Xv i, i = 0, 1, 2. Then (1) becomes 
--2(D1 -- v2)tXtA( ~* + Xv0) 
+(/z*  +XvI ) 'A ( ix*  +Xvl )  - (/z* +Xv2) 'A (~*  +Xv2)  
= -2(v  - + 2 *'AX(v  - v2) = O. (2)  
Thus for any/z  1,/x 2 ~ag and any Y ~ U[ /z  + R(V)], 
( r  - - m)  = ( r  - a ( r  - 
hence Y 'AY  is atV-invariant. 
With/z*  in a¢', let z 1 . . . . .  z k be points in R(X)  such that/~* + z~ ~a¢', 
i=  1 . . . . .  k, and aff(a¢)--- /x* + sp{z 1 . . . . .  Zk}. As R(X)  is the unique 
linear subspaee parallel to aff(a¢), it follows that R(X)= sp{z 1 . . . . .  Zk}. 
Define z 0 to be 0. 
Suppose A is a symmetric n × n matrix such that Y 'AY  is aC-invariant. 
For arbitrary i , j  in {0,1 . . . . .  k}, let m 1 =/x*  +z  i and m 2=/z*  +z j .  
Because Y 'AY  is atr-invariant, 
0 = (Y  - ml ) 'A (Y  - ml)  - (Y  - m2) 'A (Y  - m2)  
= 2(m 2 - ml) '  AY  + m' lAm 1 -m'  z Am z (3) 
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with probability one. Replacing Y by its expected value Ix ~.J¢', 
2 (m 2 - ml) '  AIX = m' 2 Am~ - m' 1 Am 1, (4) 
and this holds for any IX ~.4tr. Successively substituting IX* + z~ and Ix* + z t 
for Ix in (4) and taking the difference, we get 
2( zj - zi) '  a (  zs - z t )  ~- O. (5) 
This relation holds for all i , j ,  s, t ~ {0, 1 . . . . .  k}. Therefore, with i = 0 and 
t=0,  
zjAzs = 0 for all j , s~{1 . . . . .  k} .  (6) 
Let Z = (z 1 . . . . .  zk), that is, the n × k matrix whose columns are z 1 . . . . .  z k. 
Then (6) implies that Z'AZ = 0. Because X = ZB for some matrix B, it 
follows that X'AX = 0. 
Taking the variance of (3), we obtain 
(m 2 - ml ) 'AV  = 0 ( r )  
for all V ~ ~" and m 1 and m z as defined above. Thus 
(z j  - z , ) 'AV  = 0 (8) 
for all i , j  ~ {0, 1 . . . . .  k}, which implies that Z'AV = 0; hence X'AV = 0 for 
a l lV~ ~.  • 
l_~t.4/= NN(V + XX'), where the intersection is over all V ~ $~';./Y is a 
linear subspace. Note that the conditions X'AX = 0 and X'AV = 0 are 
equivalent o X'A(V  + XX') = 0, which is equivalent o R(AX)  c N(V + 
XX') for all V ~ ~,  or 
c r. (9) 
I f  . .¢= {0}, then the conditions for .4¢'-invarianee become AX = O, the 
standard efinition. 
The next proposition shows that Y lies in the affine set IX* +.~± with 
probability one for all F ~ ~.  It can be shown that .,¢" is the minimal linear 
subspaee containing {R(V) + Ix - Ix* : ( Ix, V)  ~.~}. 
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Recall that/~* ~.,tr. Let P1 be a matrix whose columns form an orthonor- 
mal basis for-4 I± , and i fXhas  positive dimension, let P2 be a matrix whose 
columns form an orthonormal basis for X. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let E (Y )=/z  and Var(Y)= V, with ( / z ,V )~,~.  
Then Y - Ix* ~./F ± with probability one. 
Proof. The result is trivially true i ra / '= {0}. Otherwise, let U = P2P'9(Y 
- / z* ) :  that is, U is the orthogonal projection of Y - / z*  onto X. Then 
E(VV ' )  = P2P'~[V + ( ~ - ~*) (  ~ - t , * ) ' ]  P2P~ = 0, 
since/z - IX* ~ R(X); therefore U = 0 with probability one; hence Y - /x*  
~X J- with probability one. • 
As a consequence of Proposition 3, Y - /z* = PIZ with prohability one, 
where Z = P~(Y - / z* ) ,  so that (Y - tt*)'A(Y - / z* )  = Z'P~APIZ with 
probability one. Corresponding to ,~, the parameter set for Z is 
"~Z ~-" {(P~( ~ - /-6~), e~vel): ( tu', V)  ~ '~}.  
Corresponding to the definitions of ~" and ~" we have 
~rz -- {~z  = e'l( ~ - ~*) : .  ~r}  
and 
~'z = (vz = ewe1:  v ~ ~}, 
and sp(atr z) = R(X z) with X z = P'IX. By Proposition 2, the condition for 
atrz-invariance of Z'BZ is 
R(SXz)  c& = nN(v~ + XzX~).  
Note that if x ~z  then P~(V + XX')Plx = 0 for all V ~ ~,  which 
implies that Plx ~ N(V + XX') for all V ~ ~,  and hence Plx ~. ,  but 
Plx ~ II(P 1) = N ± , so Plx ~.4"N.d/'l = {0}. Columns of P1 are linearly 
independent, so Plx = 0 implies that x = 0. Therefore ~z = {0}. Thus 
atrz-invariance of Z'BZ is equivalent to BX z = O. 
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If the set ~ of first and second moments of Y is such that aff(.~¢') is not a 
linear subspace or ¢4F 4: {0}, then the customary definition of translation 
invariance of Y'AY, that AX = 0, is too restrictive. However, on replacing Y
by Y - /x* ,  then replacing Y - / z*  by Z, translation invariance of Z'BZ is 
seen to be equivalent to BX z = 0, the customary definition, but in terms of 
Z. In terms of Y, we may say that Y'AY is .JC'-invariant iff A = P1BP~ for 
some symmetric matrix B and AX = 0. 
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